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Global Economic Prospects, January 2015 2015-01-26
as in previous years global growth disappointed in 2014 but a lackluster recovery is underway with
increasingly divergent prospects in major economies and developing countries looking ahead growth is
expected to rise slowly supported by continued recovery in highincome countries low oil prices and receding
domestic headwinds in developing economies however continued weak global trade growth and gradually
tightening financial conditions will constrain the recovery risks to the outlook remain tilted to the downside in
addition to discussing global and regional economic developments and prospects this edition of global
economic prospects includes four essays that analyze key challenges and opportunities currently confronting
developing countries fiscal policy as a countercyclical policy tool causes and implications of cheap oil weak
trade that fails to act as an engine of growth and remittances as a means of steadying consumption during
sudden stops global economic prospects is a world bank group flagship report on a semiannual basis january
and june it examines global economic developments and prospects with a special focus on developing
countries the report includes analysis of topical policy challenges faced by developing countries through in
depth research in the january edition and shorter analytical pieces in the june edition

Mennonite Family History January 2015 2015-01-05
this issue contains the following articles and surnames from central france to central illinois locating our
missing families risser roth zimmerman bertrand from zimmermann to zimmerman eight generations of an
american immigrant family zimmerman piecing together lives and family kropf sommer ruch reconnecting the
branches of an ohio konig king family 1836 1902 konig king eyer beck the eyer family eyer the ehresmanns of
dorrmoschel part v a first hand report of hostilities on the continent after the revolutions of 1848 ehresmann
christian zug industrialist in pittsburgh zug bernhard kroeker s texas years 1897 1907 kroeker five egli
siblings at dorrmoschel germany 1797 1824 egli ehresmann

The Rotarian: January 2015 2015-01-31
this monthly issue of international financial statistics ifs contains country tables for most imf members as well
as for anguilla aruba the central african economic and monetary community curaçao the currency union of
curaçao and sint maarten the eastern caribbean currency union the euro area montserrat the former
netherlands antilles sint maarten the west african economic monetary union west bank and gaza and some non
sovereign territorial entities for which statistics are provided internationally on a separate basis exchange
rates in ifs are classified into three broad categories reflecting the role of the authorities in determining the
rates and or the multiplicity of the exchange rates in a country the three categories are the market rate
describing an exchange rate determined largely by market forces the official rate describing an exchange rate
determined by the authorities sometimes in a flexible manner and the principal secondary or tertiary rate for
countries maintaining multiple exchange arrangements

International Financial Statistics, January 2015 2016-06-09
in the three months since most observers including the world bank issued their last forecasts the middle east
and north africa mena region has changed substantially political tensions have eased somewhat with
presidential and legislative elections completed in a few countries egypt s cabinet approved the electoral
constituencies law the last step before calling for the house of representatives elections the final milestone in
the political roadmap initiated in july 2013 presidential elections were held in tunisia with beji caid essebsi
sworn in as the new president in december iran s nuclear talks with the p5 1 were extended for 6 months
while bilateral talks continue with the aim of reaching a deal in july 2015 in iraq the government and the
kurdish region reached an agreement in december resolving a longstanding dispute over the budget and
distribution of oil revenues meanwhile lebanon yemen and libya still struggle to maintain a functional
government the global economy is estimated to have expanded by 2 6 percent q q annualized rate better than
the second quarter of 2014 but unchanged from the slow pace seen in 2012 and 2013 but the most important
development is that international oil prices have literally collapsed reaching a level below 50 per barrel brent
crude in early january a drop of 50 percent since their peak in mid june 2014



Middle East and North Africa Quarterly Economic Brief, January
2015 2020-02-25
in july 2011 south sudan was granted independence and became the world s newest country yet just two and a
half years after this momentous decision the country was in the grips of renewed civil war and political strife
hilde f johnson served as special representative of the secretary general and head of the united nations mission
in the republic of south sudan from july 2011 until july 2014 and as such she was witness to the many
challenges which the country faced as it struggled to adjust to its new autonomous state in this book she
provides an unparalleled insider s account of south sudan s descent from the ecstatic celebrations of july 2011
to the outbreak of the disastrous conflict in december 2013 and the early bloody phase of the fighting johnson
s frequent personal and private contacts at the highest levels of government accompanied by her deep
knowledge of the country and its history make this a unique eyewitness account of the turbulent first three
years of the world s newest and yet most fragile country

South Sudan 2016-10-26
international gaap 2020 is a comprehensive guide to interpreting and implementing international financial
reporting standards ifrs setting ifrs in a relevant business context and providing insights into how complex
practical issues should be resolved in the real world of global financial reporting this book is an essential tool
for anyone applying auditing interpreting regulating studying or teaching ifrs written by financial reporting
professionals from around the world this guide to reporting under ifrs provides a global perspective clearly
explaining complex technical accounting issues and setting ifrs in a practical context numerous worked
examples and hundreds of illustrations from the published financial reports of major listed companies from
around the world are included the 2020 edition has been fully revised and updated with information on the
latest ifrs changes and current issues

International GAAP 2020 2023-06-27
the conflict in ukraine and russia s annexation of crimea has undoubtedly been a pivotal moment for policy
makers and military planners in europe and beyond many analysts see an unexpected character in the conflict
and expect negative reverberations and a long lasting period of turbulence and uncertainty the de legitimation
of international institutions and a declining role for global norms and rules did these events bring substantial
correctives and modifications to the extant conceptualization of international relations does the conflict
significantly alter previous assumptions and foster a new academic vocabulary or does it confirm the validity of
well established schools of thought in international relations has the crisis in ukraine confirmed the vitality
and academic vigour of conventional concepts these questions are the starting points for this book covering
conceptualisations from rationalist to reflectivist and from quantitative to qualitative most contributors agree
that many of the old concepts such as multi polarity spheres of influence sovereignty or even containment are
still cognitively valid yet believe the eruption of the crisis means that they are now used in different contexts
and thus infused with different meanings it is these multiple conceptual languages that the volume puts at the
centre of its analysis this text will be of great interest to students and scholars studying international relations
politics and russian and ukrainian studies

Vocabularies of International Relations After the Crisis in Ukraine
2016-04-29
global growth is projected to slow significantly in the second half of this year with weakness continuing in
2024 inflation pressures persist and tight monetary policy is expected to weigh substantially on activity the
possibility of more widespread bank turmoil and tighter monetary policy could result in even weaker global
growth rising borrowing costs in advanced economies could lead to financial dislocations in the more
vulnerable emerging market and developing economies emdes in low income countries in particular fiscal
positions are increasingly precarious comprehensive policy action is needed at the global and national levels to
foster macroeconomic and financial stability among many emdes and especially in low income countries
bolstering fiscal sustainability will require generating higher revenues making spending more efficient and



improving debt management practices continued international cooperation is also necessary to tackle climate
change support populations affected by crises and hunger and provide debt relief where needed in the longer
term reversing a projected decline in emde potential growth will require reforms to bolster physical and
human capital and labor supply growth

Global Economic Prospects, June 2023 2022-12-12
as countries confront new health care challenges in the 21st century their health care systems reflect the
problems and political settlements of an earlier age meeting these new challenges requires reform of existing
health care system arrangements while reconciling the goals of equitable access to quality care at an
affordable price this book compares health care reforms in industrialized nations and the global south to
uncover the similarities and differences in their problems and solutions it examines the struggle over the
affordable care act and its alternatives in the united states major health care reforms in germany in the new
century and south africa s efforts to combat aids and construct a comprehensive health care system for all
these particular reforms reflect the underlying configuration of politics in each country

Reforming Health Care in the United States, Germany, and South
Africa 2016-06-30
the book gives a first time structured overview of trade related aspects of international economic law and
comparative commercial law including dispute resolution in the eurasian region it is focused on the countries
in the caucasus central asia as well as russia

Law of International Trade in the Region of the Caucasus, Central
Asia and Russia 2016-03-21
the relevance and importance of the rule of law to the international legal order cannot be doubted and was
recently reaffirmed by the declaration of the high level meeting of the general assembly on the rule of law at
the national and international level s solemn commitment to it on behalf of states and international
organizations in this edited collection leading scholars and practitioners from the fields of global governance
resources investment and trade examine how the commitment to the rule of law manifests itself in the
respective fields the book looks at cutting edge issues within each field and examines the questions arising
from the interplay between them with a clear three part structure it explores each area in detail and addresses
contemporary challenges while trying to assure a commitment to the rule of law the contributions also
consider how the rule of law has been or should be reconceptualised taking a multi disciplinary approach the
book will appeal to international lawyers from across the spectrum including practitioners in the field of
international investment and trade law

Reconceptualising the Rule of Law in Global Governance,
Resources, Investment and Trade 2014-12-18
in this volume military modernisation in the absence of a national security doctrine lt gen js bajwa rafale deal
untying the knots air marshal anil chopra modernisation of army air defence maj gen ak mehra visualised
indian artillery considering threats from china and pakistan maj gen pk chakravorty aviation the future is
unmanned air marshal anil chopra revamping the iaf s trainer fleet gp capt b menon the eagle the dragon the
elephant and the bear col anil athale restructuring the people s liberation army pla col np singh bull in the
china shop the indian army vs the pla brig deepak sinha china s reclamation of islands in the south china sea
implications for india maj gen pk chakravorty militarization of south china sea offence defense paradigm s
rajasimman india s nuclear submarine programme rear adm ap revi india s air defence is it capable maj gen ak
mehra make in india in defence production challenges opportunities dc srivastava kamov the make in india
defence deal dr sn misra what s 400 will bring to the indian ground based air defence capability lt gen vk
saxena make in india problems and prospects for the aerospace industry gp capt ak sachdev aerospace and
defence news priya tyagi nurturing military institutions for the good of the nation lt gen gautam banerjee
ending the world s worst atrocities darfur anant mishra myanmar elections and impact on the region danvir



singh spectre of isis cyber jihad pandemic maj gen ak chadha

Indian Defence Review Vol 31.1 (Jan-Mar 2016) 2019-09-05
紙版とは一部 記事の内容が異なります なぜ 国民的アイドルのゴシップは 一部の週刊誌でしか報じられないのか 巷に溢れる情報を独自の切り口で検証し 既存のマスメディアが報道してこなかった記事を提供
する月刊誌です 横並びになりがちな通り一遍の情報では物足りない方は ぜひともサイゾーによるニュースの真相 深層に迫る記事をお楽しみください

サイゾー 2015年 1月号 2016-09-01
this book addresses the long standing puzzle of how china s private sector manages to grow without secure
property rights and proposes a new theory of selective property rights to explain this phenomenon drawing on
rich empirical evidence including in depth interviews a unique national survey of private entrepreneurs two
original national audit experiments and secondary sources professor yue hou shows that private entrepreneurs
in china actively seek opportunities within formal institutions to advance their business interests by securing
seats in the local legislatures entrepreneurs use their political capital to deter local officials from demanding
bribes ad hoc taxes and other types of informal payments in doing so they create a system of selective
individualized and predictable property rights this system of selective property rights is key to understanding
the private sector growth in the absence of the rule of law

The Private Sector in Public Office 2019-11-23
taking a global and multidisciplinary approach the sage international encyclopedia of travel and tourism brings
together a team of international scholars to examine the travel and tourism industry which is expected to grow
at an annual rate of four percent for the next decade in more than 500 entries spanning four comprehensive
volumes the encyclopedia examines the business of tourism around the world paying particular attention to the
social economic environmental and policy issues at play the book examines global regional national and local
issues including transportation infrastructure the environment and business promotion by looking at travel
trends and countries large and small the encyclopedia analyses a wide variety of challenges and opportunities
facing the industry in taking a comprehensive and global approach the encyclopedia approaches the field of
travel and tourism through the numerous disciplines it reaches including the traditional tourism
administration curriculum within schools of business and management economics public policy as well as
social science disciplines such as the anthropology and sociology key features include more than 500 entries
authored and signed by key academics in the field entries on individual countries that details the health of the
tourism industry policy and planning approaches promotion efforts and primary tourism draws additional
entries look at major cities and popular destinations coverage of travel trends such as culinary tourism wine
tourism agritourism ecotourism geotourism slow tourism heritage and cultural based tourism sustainable
tourism and recreation based tourism cross references and further readings a reader s guide grouping articles
by disciplinary areas and broad themes

The SAGE International Encyclopedia of Travel and Tourism
2024-01-01
the book provides a holistic examination of the jurisdiction of the international criminal court icc the main
focus is placed on the three pillars which form the icc s foundation pursuant to the rome statute the
preconditions to the exercise of its jurisdiction article 12 rome statute the substantive competence i e the core
crimes article 5 8bis rome statute i e genocide crimes against humanity war crimes crime of aggression the
principle of complementarity article 17 1 a rome statute the latter governs the icc s ultimate jurisdiction since
it is not merely sufficient for a crime to be within the court s jurisdiction according to the substantive
geographical personal and temporal jurisdictional criteria but the state party must also be unwilling or unable
genuinely to carry out the investigation or prosecution finally yet importantly the main negative preconditions
for the court s jurisdiction i e immunities article 27 rome statute and exceptions via security council referrals
are thoroughly examined the book is an excellent resource for scholars as well as practitioners and notably
contributes to the existing literature



The Jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court 2020-09-14
buy latest financial accounting major e book in english language for b com 1st semester university of rajasthan
jaipur by thakur publication

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (Major) 2022-01-06
ethiopia has experienced impressive agricultural growth and poverty reduction stemming in part from
substantial public investments in agriculture yet the agriculture sector now faces increasing land and water
constraints along with other challenges to growth ethiopia s agrifood system past trends present challenges
and future scenarios presents a forward looking analysis of ethiopia s agrifood system in the context of a
rapidly changing economy growth in the agriculture sector remains essential to continued poverty reduction in
ethiopia and will depend on sustained investment in the agrifood system especially private sector investment
many of the policies for a successful agricultural and rural development strategy for ethiopia are relevant for
other african countries as well ethiopia s agrifood system should be a valuable resource for policymakers
development specialists and others concerned with economic development in africa south of the sahara

Ethiopia's agrifood system: Past trends, present challenges, and
future scenarios 2016-05-10
yy

Financial Accounting (English Edition) 2016-06-16
this 2016 oecd economic survey of the denmark examines recent economic developments policies and
prospects the special chapters cover macroeconomic and financial risk ageing and wellbeing

OECD Economic Surveys: Denmark 2016 2016-04-26
this 2016 oecd economic survey of the united states examines recent economic developments policies and
prospects the special chapters cover private sector productivity and making growth more inclusive

OECD Economic Surveys: United States 2016 2016-08-26
the yearbook of muslims in europe is an essential resource for analysis of europe s dynamic muslim
populations this comprehensive annual reference work summarizes significant activities trends and
developments and features the most current statistical information available from forty four european
countries

Yearbook of Muslims in Europe, Volume 7 2018-01-16
this book is the first of its kind to provide an in depth treatment of the law of unauthorised disclosures in the
united kingdom drawing upon extensive data obtained using freedom of information as a methodology and
examples from comparative jurisdictions the book considers the position of civil servants employees of the
security and intelligence services and service personnel in the armed forces it considers the protections
available the consequences of leaking and a full assessment of the authorised alternatives

Leaks, Whistleblowing and the Public Interest 2020-02-06
art and the challenge of markets volumes 1 2 examine the politics of art and culture in light of the profound
changes that have taken place in the world order since the 1980s and 1990s the contributors explore how in
these two decades the neoliberal or market based model of capitalism started to spread from the economic
realm to other areas of society as a result many aspects of contemporary western societies increasingly
function in the same way as the private enterprise sector under traditional market capitalism the first volume



of this two volume collection considers a broad range of national cultural policies from european and north
american countries and examines the strengthening of international and transnational art worlds in music
visual arts film and television the chapters cover cultural policy and political culture in the united states united
kingdom germany france switzerland the nordic countries the balkans and slovenia and address the extent to
which western nations have shifted from welfare state to market based ideologies tensions between centres
and peripheries in global art worlds are considered as well as complex interactions between nations and
international and transnational art worlds and regional variations in the audiovisual market both volumes
provide students and scholars across a range of disciplines with an incisive comparative overview of the
politics of art and culture and national international and transnational art worlds in contemporary capitalism

Art and the Challenge of Markets Volume 1 2017-10-02
the bloomsbury handbook of music production provides a detailed overview of current research on the
production of mono and stereo recorded music the handbook consists of 33 chapters each written by leaders in
the field of music production examining the technologies and places of music production as well the broad
range of practices organization recording desktop production post production and distribution this edited
collection looks at production as it has developed around the world in addition rather than isolating issues
such as gender race and sexuality in separate chapters these points are threaded throughout the entire text

The Bloomsbury Handbook of Music Production 2017-02-28
the nineteenth edition of this authoritative text continues the legacy of its earlier editions and provides a
comprehensive coverage of many advanced accounting topics detailed fundamentals provide a natural
grounding and help in gaining accounting skills and knowledge the book is aimed at ca cs and other
professional courses such as cpt pcc icwa and others the book could be used to great advantage by students of
b com hons and accounting professionals

ADVANCED ACCOUNTS VOLUME I, 19/e (LPSPE) 2019-08-22
the majority of scholarly conceptions of the mediterranean focus on the sea s northern shores with its
historical epicentres of spain france or italy this book seeks to demonstrate the importance of economic
political and cultural networks emanating from the mediterranean s lesser studied southern shores the various
chapters emphasize the activities that made connections between the southern shores sub saharan africa the
lands along its northern shores and beyond to the united states in doing so the book avoids a eurocentric
approach and details the importance of the players and regions of the southern hinterland in the analysis of
the mediterranean space the cultural aspects of the north african countries be they music literature film
commerce or political activism continue to transform the public spheres of the countries along the northern
shores of the mediterranean and beyond to the whole of the european continent in its focus on the often
overlooked north african shore the work is an innovative contribution to the historiography of the
mediterranean region this book was originally published as a special issue of the journal of north african
studies

The Southern Shores of the Mediterranean and its Networks
2023-12-01
drawing worldwide acclaim from critics and audiences alike programmes like the killing borgen the bridge and
the legacy demonstrate widespread fascination with danish style aesthetics and culture as seen through
television narratives this book uses familiar alongside lesser known case studies of drama series to
demonstrate how the particular features of danish production from work cultures to storytelling techniques
and trans national cooperation have enhanced contemporary danish drama s appeal both at home and abroad
the era of globalisation has blurred national and international television cultures and promoted regular cross
fertilisation between film and television industries important questions have emerged from this context
surrounding for example the americanisation of foreign television formats the meaning and practice behind
the term quality television and the purpose and efficacy of public service broadcasting beyond the bridge
tackles these issues in relation to danish television by examining the so called scaffolded production processes



behind the making of quality serials and their thought provoking content drawing on popular motifs from these
celebrated dramas such as foreign politics organised crime global warming and the impact of multinational
corporations this timely book provides crucial insight into the danish dramas at the forefront of sophisticated
forward thinking fictional television

Beyond The Bridge 2016-12-08
gas makes or breaks economies as shown by the effects of the 2009 ukraine russia gas supply crisis joshua
posaner looks at four case study countries in central and eastern europe he examines the interdependence
between the domestic political structure of a gas import dependent country and the price it paid for imports up
to 2014 using the level of reliance on the dominant supplier as an indicator the more dependent a country is
on a single supplier the more it pays for its supplies the author aims to explain why capitals prioritize energy
security and balance their import portfolios differently while taking a new angle on the european gas system
he offers a timely investigation into an oft reported subject with russia s perceived energy weapon and themes
of energy dependence weighing heavily on european political discourse

Held Captive by Gas 2016-01-01
this anthology consists of academic essays creative non fiction poetry and short stories on race and racism by
black women from south africa and brazil through these different genres the book engages with the
complexities of race in social political economic institutional and personal spaces concerned with social justice
human rights and freedom these writings spotlight the amalgamation of racial gender and class subjectivities
and how these are marked un marked re marked and re made on bodies the book connects globally and locally
to social and political phenomena in the modern day world the contributors interrogate their political and
personal worlds revealing layered intersecting ways of being that were essentially centred by colonial histories
but not defined in totality by coloniality and oppression in speaking to the proximity of these experiences they
reflect and narrate the past contemplate the present and imagine the future this curated anthology asks
questions centred around freedom what does freedom mean when do we have it and when do we not most
importantly how do we get it print edition not for sale in sub saharan africa

Racism, Violence, Betrayals and New Imaginaries 2019-12-02
this book balances the behavioral and database aspects of customer relationship management providing
students with a comprehensive introduction to an often overlooked but important aspect of marketing strategy
baran and galka deliver a book that helps students understand how an enhanced customer relationship
strategy can differentiate an organization in a highly competitive marketplace this edition has several new
features updates that take into account the latest research and changes in organizational dynamics business to
business relationships social media database management and technology advances that impact crm new
material on big data and the use of mobile technology an overhaul of the social networking chapter reflecting
the true state of this dynamic aspect of customer relationship management today a broader discussion of the
relationship between crm and the marketing function as well as its implications for the organization as a whole
cutting edge examples and images to keep readers engaged and interested a complete typology of marketing
strategies to be used in the crm strategy cycle acquisition retention and win back of customers with chapter
summaries key terms questions exercises and cases this book will truly appeal to upper level students of
customer relationship management online resources including powerpoint slides an instructor s manual and
test bank provide instructors with everything they need for a comprehensive course in customer relationship
management

Customer Relationship Management 2017
5 war and peace in shi i primary narratives and sources 6 traditional shi i ethics of war and peace untested
jihad ideology revolution and war 7 postwar revision and the reconstruction of modern iranian shi i ethics of
war and peace 8 terrorism and shi i theologies of martyrdom nonviolence and forgiveness 9 diplomacy in
between nuclear technology and antibomb theology conclusion beyond a minority mentality the emerging shi i
iranian cosmopolitanism



Ethics of War and Peace in Iran and Shi'i Islam 2018-09-03
the internet offers tremendous opportunities for violent extremists across the ideological spectrum and at a
global level in addition to propaganda digital technologies have transformed the dynamics of radical
mobilisation recruitment and participation even though the jihadist threat has seemingly declined in the west
the danger exists of the internet being an environment where radical messages can survive and even prosper
against this background this ispi report investigates the current landscape of jihadist online communication
including original empirical analysis specific attention is also placed on potential measures and initiatives to
address the threat of online violent extremism the volume aims to present important points for reflection on
the phenomenon in the west including italy and beyond

Digital Jihad 2018-03-14
gives voice to the conscripts who are forced to serve indefinitely without remuneration under the ens in a
powerful critical survey of its effect from the liberation struggle to today

The Eritrean National Service 2023-07-19
successfully measure the benefits of green design and construction sustainability in engineering design and
construction outlines the sustainable practices used in engineering design and construction operations for all
types of engineering and construction projects aimed at ushering the engineering and construction industry
into embracing sustainable practices and green construction techniques this book addresses sustainability in
engineering design and construction operations from a historical and global perspective and delves into
specific sustainability concepts and processes the book explains the concepts of sustainable development
corporate social responsibility csr the dow jones global sustainability index djgsi key performance indicators
kpis corporate sustainability and the triple bottom line economic environmental and social values in design
and construction relevant to sustainability in every facet of engineering and construction it also covers life
cycle environmental cost analysis discusses sustainable engineering and site selection the economic
considerations evaluated when making sustainability decisions and explains how to measure and quantify
sustainable performance and apply these practices in the real world it also covers project and corporate level
sustainability practices sustainable construction materials and processes sustainable heavy construction
equipment traditional and alternative energy sources provides implementation resources for starting and
evaluating sustainability programs and includes a checklist for measuring the sustainability of construction
operations the text contains detailed information on sustainable construction materials and processes heavy
construction equipment and traditional and alternative energy sources it presents information on sustainable
designs selecting sustainable sites designing for passive survivability designing for disassembly and the iso 14
000 standards it provides implementation resources for starting and evaluating sustainability programs and a
checklist for measuring the sustainability of construction operations in addition it provides definitions of
sustainability terms and expressions as well as case studies examples discussion questions and a list of
supplemental references at the end of each chapter this book provides information on definitions for
sustainability terms sources for locating global sustainability requirements current sustainability issues
environmental laws related to sustainability and their implications sustainable design life cycle cost
assessment models sustainable practices currently being used in the engineering and construction e c industry
corporate level sustainability practices project level sustainability practices global sustainability trends and
implications sustainable materials sustainable heavy construction equipment traditional and alternative energy
sources leed green building rating system sustainability organizations and certification programs sustainability
implementation resources a summary of sustainable engineering design and construction

Sustainability in Engineering Design and Construction 2024-05-20
this book highlights different aspects of the problem of elder abuse and neglect in india and discusses its
forms as well as means of prevention intervention and management it presents a framework for understanding
the occurrence of elder abuse and neglect in india placing the discussion within the global context elder abuse
and neglect is a growing concern in south asia and this is the first comprehensive account of the topic from
india it uses data from different parts of india to describe the various dimensions of elder abuse and neglect



among different population categories and sections in society covering rural and urban areas in different
states it discusses current perspectives on elder abuse and neglect at the household level widows hiv affected
populations and those residing in institutions this book comprises views from experts in the field and is of
interest to researchers and academics from the social and behavioural sciences policy makers and ngos

Abuse and Neglect of the Elderly in India 2016-07-26
this book examines indonesia s strategies and policies to influence regional cooperation in the indo pacific
focusing especially on indonesia s efforts to be the maritime fulcrum in the indo pacific during president joko
widodo s jokowi administration from 2014 until the present highlighting the importance of indonesia as the
largest country in southeast asia and as a founder member of asean the book based on extensive original
research provides key insights into indonesia s maritime policy decision making since 2014 it discusses the
domestic political context in which foreign policy decisions are made provides an explanation for indonesia s
efforts to project its vision of indo pacific cooperation at the asean level and beyond and demonstrates how
indonesia strives to maintain a delicate balance in its interactions with major powers in the region including
the united states china and japan

Indonesia and the Indo-Pacific
with a heritage of 25 years in geo politics public perception policy research and mind sharing team psifos has
witnessed india s remarkable transformation under prime minister narendra modi the first pm elected directly
by the people not by the virtue of political lineage pm modi s journey has been truly transformative our team
had the privilege of working closely with and group worked on mission 272 plus during the 2014 elections and
takes pride in crafting this document of achievement only a mere decade later the honourable prime minister s
address to the nation on august 15 2014 from lal quila resonated deeply as a testament to the transformation
of the common man in india and viksit bharat 2047 this book unravels pm modi s relentless efforts to reshape
india and provides insights into his visionary future roadmap modi s march to success started with swachh
bharat and izzat ghar which have helped bharat s millions of our sisters transform into healthy bharat world
yoga day united the world with one vision of fitness through india s ancient yoga practices which have now 175
countries as member khelo india fit india movement pradhan mantri garib awas yojana have helped many to
achieve atmanirbhar bharat and leading viksit bharat 2047

Man With A Mission 2047: Modi's Luminous Vision for India
(Narendra Modi Vision and Accomplishments)
this book analyses the range of potential measures national quality assurance agencies may have to employ to
deal with the new issues caused by cross border higher education cbhe the expansion of cbhe raises quality
problems which are currently assessed differently depending on the countries concerned this has been
exacerbated by the growth of massive open online courses moocs which have developed very quickly and can
be prone to rogue providers this book considers the steps that have already been taken to ensure quality as
well as those ahead it is important that the swift growth of cbhe is not just seen as a means to increase the
revenues of higher education institutions faced with decreasing public funding but also as a means to keep
educational standards high

Cross-Border Higher Education and Quality Assurance
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